Preparation of gadolinium doped carbon dots for enhanced MR imaging and cell fluorescence labeling.
Gadolinium doped carbon dots (Gd-CDs) were prepared as a dual-modal imaging agent for enhanced MR imaging and cell fluorescence imaging. The Gd-CDs were synthesized via one-step solvent free technique with Gd-DTPA and l-arginine as the Gd and carbon sources with a quantum yield of 57.78%. The Gd-CDs exhibited good crystal structure, excellent aqueous dispersity, high colloidal stability, intense fluorescence and low cytotoxicity. The bio-TEM images revealed that the Gd-CDs could be easily internalized by cancer cells and escape from the endosomes. Furthermore, the Gd-CDs demonstrated wonderful multi-color fluoresence cell labeling ability at various excitation wavelength and much better MR contrast effect compared with commercial Gd-DTPA with a high r1 relaxivity value 6.27 mM-1s-1. In addition, Gd-CDs exhibited brighter MR signal than Gd-DTPA in the animal MR imaging test. Finally, the Gd-CDs also indicated low long-term toxicity by the serum biochemistry analysis. Thus, these results indicated that Gd-CDs would be an excellent dual-modal imaging probe for enhanced MR imaging and fluorescence imaging.